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Commercial Bank awarded The Best Retail Bank in Qatar for 2018

 Commercial  Bank  (CBQ)  provides  enhanced  convenience  for  its  customers
through a cost effective online and offline initiatives

 The bank leveraged on emerging technology to deliver best-in-class products & 
services

 The bank built  a  sustainable and strong franchise supported by high quality
growth and profits

Kuala Lumpur,  Malaysia,  March 22nd 2018—  Commercial Bank  was awarded  The Best
Retail Bank in Qatar for 2018  at The Asian Banker’s International Excellence in Retail
Financial  Services  2018  Awards  ceremony,  held  in  conjunction  with  The  Asian  Banker
Digital Finance Convention at the Westin Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia.

Commercial Bank (CBQ) provides enhanced convenience for its customers through a
cost effective online and offline initiatives

The bank implemented an aggressive internal transformation programme to make branches
paperless and work towards fully straight-through processing (STP). The bank also pioneered
“‘Life in Qatar” banking service and "New To Qatar" account opening in 2017 to enable
expats to open their accounts online and even before they arrive to the country. As such, the
bank captured over 30% market share of salaried customers, and has served 40,000 customers
through “Life in Qatar” from over 144 different countries globally.

The bank leveraged on emerging technology to deliver best-in-class products & services

CBQ strategically positions itself as a digital leader in the market through end-to-end process 
automation and enhanced functionality of its online and mobile platforms. It claims to be the 
first bank in the region to introduce a dedicated Enterprise Mobile banking application for 
small and medium enterprise (SME) customers which features a complex-rule based 
signatory approval for payments and transfers. The bank also launched a 60 second online 
remittance proposition with full STP automations to key markets resulting in over 670% 
growth in India, 560% growth in the Philippines and 795% growth in Sri Lanka remittance. 
Furthermore, 90% of the bank’s transactions are now being completed through digital 
channels.

The bank built a sustainable and strong franchise supported by high quality growth and
profits

In 2017, CBQ was able to drive revenue growth through diversified products and customers.
It sustained its top position in the cards industry in Qatar with 23% market share in credit
cards spending and 50% hold of the merchant acquiring network in the country. Despite a

http://www.theasianbanker.com/


challenging operational environment, it was able to lower its cost-to-income ratio to 43% and
keep its operating margin healthy.

About 200 senior executives from award-winning retail financial services institutions from 
about 25 countries across the Asia Pacific, the Middle East and Africa attended The Asian 
Banker Digital Finance Convention, which recognises financial institutions’ efforts in 
bringing superior products and services to their customers. The awards programme, 
administered by The Asian Banker and refereed by prominent global bankers, consultants, 
and academics, is the most prestigious of its kind.

A stringent evaluation process across three months based on a balanced and transparent 
scorecard determines the winners of The Asian Banker International Excellence in Retail 
Financial Services Awards, and the positions of various retail banks in the region. 

About The Asian Banker 
The Asian Banker is the region’s most authoritative provider of strategic business intelligence
to the financial services community. The company is headquartered in Singapore, with offices
in Manila, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Beijing, and Dubai, as well as representatives in London, 
New York, and San Francisco. It has a business model that revolves around three core 
business lines: publications, research services, and forums. 
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